Hobbit Answer
The hobbit questions and answers - discover the enotes community of teachers, mentors and students just
like you that can answer any question you might have on the hobbittranslation missing: envelscription log
in with facebook the hobbit questions and answers the question and answer sections of our study guides
are a great resource to ask questions, find answers, and discuss literature.riddles is a good game to play.
you throw brain teasers at your friends to test their intellectual faculty; if they answer, they are winners, if
not, then losers. simple. but for bilbo and gollum, it was a deadly game. know more about these riddles
from "the hobbit - riddles in the dark" with their answers the hobbit, gollum and bilbo play the riddle
game, which is a contest of knowledge and reasoning. each person takes turns asking a question. the first
one who can't come up with the right answer is the loser. to find out what riddles gollum asked, continue
reading on cliffsnotes!synonyms, crossword answers and other related words for hobbit. we hope that the
following list of synonyms for the word hobbit will help you to finish your crossword todaye hobbit quiz.
quizzes create a quiz progress: 1 of 19 questions . first of all, who is the hobbit? drogo frodo bilbo bungo
« previous question next question »
the hobbit quiz that tests what you know. perfect prep for the hobbit quizzes and tests you might have in
school.“ss, ss, ss,“ said gollum. he had been underground a long long time, and was forgetting this sort of
thing. but just as bilbo was beginning to hope that the wretch would not be able to answer, gollum brought
up memories of ages and ages and ages before, when he lived with his grandmother in a hole in a bank by
a river, “sss, sss, my in a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit. not a nasty, dirty, wet hole, filled with
the ends of worms and an oozy smell, nor yet a dry, bare, sandy hole with nothing in it tothe hobbit, or
there and back again is a children's fantasy novel by english author j. r. r. tolkien. it was published on 21
september 1937 to wide critical acclaim, being nominated for the carnegie medal and awarded a prize
from
the
new
york
herald
tribune
for
best
juvenile
fiction.
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